In the present paper, we give a brief review of L 1 -convergence of trigonometric series. Previous known results in this direction are improved and generalized by establishing a new condition.
§1. Introduction
Let L 2π be the space of all real or complex valued integrable functions f (x) of period 2π with norm
When f (x) ∈ L 2π is a real valued even function, we denote the Fourier series of f by a 0 2 + ∞ k=1 a k cos kx,
and its nth partial sum S n (f, x) by a 0 2 + n k=1 a k cos kx. There is a long history for L 1 -convergence of Fourier series or trigonometric series. The story started from monotonicity of the coefficients, the original theorem can be stated as follows:
Theorem A. Let f (x) ∈ L 2π with Fourier series (1) . If {a n } is a nonincreasing sequence, then lim n→∞ f − S n (f ) = 0 ifandonlyif lim n→∞ a n log n = 0.
The course of development for this way can be summed as follows:
f −S n (f ) = 0 if and only if lim n→∞ a n log n = 0. Interested readers could check references such as [1, [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . For a sequence {c n } ∞ n=0 , let
A complex sequence {c n } ∞ n=0 , with Rec n ≥ 0, is O-regularly varying quasimonotone in complex sense if for some θ 0 ∈ [0, π/2) and some O-regularly varying sequence {R(n)} the sequence
Evidently, if {c n } is a real sequence, then the O-regularly varying quasimonotonicity becomes
which was used in many works to generalize the regularly varying quasimonotone condition and, in particular, the quasimonotone condition 3 . We give a new condition to unify and generalize various quasimonotonicity conditions.
Definition. Let c= {c n } ∞ n=1 be a sequence satisfying c n ∈ K(θ 1 ) for some θ 1 ∈ [0, π/2) and n = 1, 2, · · ·. If there is a natural number N 0 such that
holds for all m = 1, 2, · · ·, where M (c) indicates a positive constant only depending upon c, then we say that the sequence c belongs to class GBV. We recall the following results. Lemma XZ. Suppose a complex sequence {c n } is O-regularly varying quasimonotone, then there is a positive constant M depending upon θ 0 only such that
or in other words, c n ∈ K(θ 1 ) for some θ 1 ∈ [0, π/2) and n = 1, 2, · · ·.
The argument exactly follows from Xie and Zhou [10, Lemma 1] , and the condition lim n→∞ c n = 0 there can be cancelled however.
Lemma ZL. Let {c n } be any given complex O-regularly varying quasimonotone sequence. Then {c n } satisfies (2) for N 0 = 1.
The proof can be copied from Le and Zhou [11, Theorem 3] with omitting the condition lim n→∞ c n = 0 there. We clearly see that, from Lemma XZ and Lemma ZL, if c = {c n } ∞ n=1 is any given complex O-regularly varying quasimonotone sequence, then {c n } ∈ GBV. The converse is obviously not true. Thus the class GBV gives an essential and explicit generalization to the class of O-regularly varying quasimonotone sequences.
On the other hand, Leindler in [2] introduced the following "rest bounded variation" sequences (RBVS sequences): Let b= {b n } ∞ n=1 be a nonnegative sequence satisfying lim n→∞ b n = 0 and
is defined to be quasimonotone if, for some α ≥ 0, the sequence {b n /n α } is non-increasing.
for some constant M (b) depending only upon b and m = 1, 2, · · ·. Also, Leindler [3, Theorem 1] indicated that quasimonotonicity and the above "rest bounded variation" condition are not comparable. The idea of GBV sequences gives a tricky generalization of RBVS sequences. Let f (x) ∈ L 2π be a complex valued function, denote the Fourier series of f by
and its nth partial sum by
In Section 2, we will establish Theorem 1, which contains and generalizes all results we stated in the beginning.
and {f (n)} We make a quick remark here. We notice that, in the complex valued function space, the assumption that both {f (n)} ∞ n=0 ∈ GBV and {f (−n)} ∞ n=1 ∈ GBV is a convenient one, but is almost trivial, since it is almost the same as the condition in real case. Thus people usually use one side condition with some kind of balance conditions in considering those problems. Theorem 1 reflects this kind of thinking.
From
∞ n=1 b n sin nx, 1 < α < 2, we can clearly see that, b n log n → ∞, n → ∞, therefore, the condition (2), in general sense, cannot be further generalized.
On the basis of the proof of Theorem 1, we will establish some corresponding L 1 -approximation theorems, particularly the following Corollary 3. Let f (x) ∈ L 2π be a complex valued function, and both {f (n)} +∞ n=0 ∈ GBV and {f (−n)} +∞ n=1 ∈ GBV. If f (x) has r − 1 absolutely continuous derivatives, then
Throughout the paper, C denotes a positive constant (which is independent of n and x ∈ [0, 2π]) not necessarily the same at each occurrence. In some specific cases, we also use M (c) to indicate a positive constant only depending upon the sequence c. §2.
Convergence and Approximation
We need to establish several lemmas first. Lemma 1. Let {c n } ∈ GBV, then there is a positive constant M depending upon c and θ 1 only such that, for
From the conditions of GBV, we get for 0 ≤ j ≤ [n/N 0 ] − 1,
Lemma 2. Let {c n } ∈ GBV, then for given λ > 1, one has
Proof. For large enough n, from condition (2), it is simply a straightforward result.
Lemma 3. Write
Proof. It is a direct consequence of the well-known inequality
Proof of Theorem 1. Given ǫ > 0, by (3), there is a λ > 1 such that
holds for all sufficiently large n > 0. Denote
Write
and
By using (7), (8) and applying Abel Transformation we get
Thus (9) yields that
With Lemma 2, one has
follows from (5), (6) and
and we have obtained that
Now we come to prove that (12) implies (11) . From Lemma 3, we deduce that
By the same technique, we also have
Applying Lemma 1, we obtain that
The same argument can be applied as well to achieve that
Recalling (10) and (9), we see that for the given λ > 1,
(15) Set
It is easy to see that
and trigonometric function system is orthonormal, we thus have
|f (−k)| , which implies that,
Combining (15) with (6), (12)- (14), (16) and Lemma 2 and noting thatf (−n) → 0, n → ∞ (since f ∈ L 2π ), we have
+O max
At the same time, evidently we have
Altogether (17), (18) and (5) yield that
holds for sufficiently large n, which, together with (13) and (14), completes the proof of (11) . So far, we have proved Theorem 1. According to Lemma 2, by the same argument, we see that condition (3) can be replaced by the following condition Let E n (f ) L be the best approximation of a complex valued function f ∈ L 2π by trigonometric polynomials of degree n in integral metric, that is,
We can, with omitting the proof, deduce the following L 1 -approximation theorem in a similar way to Theorem 1. Theorem 2. Let f (x) ∈ L 2π be a complex valued function, {ψ n } is a decreasing sequence tending to zero with that ψ n = O(ψ 2n ).
If both {f (n)} +∞ n=0 ∈ GBV and {f (−n)} +∞ n=1 ∈ GBV, then f − S n (f ) = O(ψ n ) if and only if E n (f ) L = O(ψ n ) andf (n) log |n| = O(ψ |n| ).
Corollary 3 we stated in Section 1 is a direct consequence from Theorem 2.
